REF: (A) KABUL 5092; (B) KABUL 5088; (C) KABUL 5146;
(D) KABUL 5208; (E) KABUL 5360; (F) KABUL 4695 (ALL NOTAL)

1. (C - ENTIRE TEXT.)

2. SUMMARY: A NUMBER OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AFGHANISTAN 
SUGGEST THAT A SOVIET CAMPAIGN MAY BE UNDERWAY IN KABUL,
AIMED AT "HELPING" THE EMBATTLED DRA LEADERSHIP FIND A POLI­
TICAL, RATHER THAN STRICTLY MILITARY, MEANS TO COUNTER
THE GROWTH OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN OPPOSITION. STEPS TAKEN SO FAR,
WHILE PERHAPS BUYING THE REGIME AND MOSCOW A LITTLE BREATHING 
SPACE, ARE PROBABLY INSUFFICIENT IN THEMSELVES TO GUARANTEE
THE FUTURE OF THE REVOLUTION, AND CONSIDERABLY MORE 
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES WILL PROBABLY BE NECESSARY. OPTIONS 
ALONG THESE LINES ARE FEW, HOWEVER, AND THE "VOLUNTARY" DE­
PARTURE OF ONE OR MORE MEMBERS OF THE TOP DRA LEADERSHIP
MAY BE MANDATORY IF MOSCOW WANTS TO AVOID FACING A DRA SOS
FOR DIRECT MILITARY INTERVENTION IN ORDER TO HELP THE 
KHALQIS STAY AFLOAT. WE ARE NOT CERTAIN THAT SOVIET "ADVICE"
WILL BE HEENDED BY THE AFGHAN LEADERSHIP, AND MUCH MAY DEPEND 
ON THE PERSONAL DIPLOMACY OF
 VASILY SAFRONCHUK, THE RECENTLY ARRIVED
"TROUBLESHOOTER" AND SENIOR DIPLOMAT WHO COULD WELL HAVE BEEN 
CHAIR ED WITH SOME RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINDING A VIABLE EXIT 
FROM THE CURRENT MAZE. PITFALLS AND UNKNOWNS REMAIN NUM­
EROUS, BUT CONTINUED SOVIET ASSURANCES TO THE AFGHAN "PEO­
PLE," AND RECENT INDICATIONS OF INCREASED SOVIET INVOLVE­
MENT IN THE MILITARY FIELD HERE, SUGGEST THAT A SOVIET
"GUARANTEE" OF THE REVOLUTION MAY BE THE INDUCEMENT OFFERED THE 
KHALQIS IN RETURN FOR THE SACRIFICES WHICH MAY BE NECESSARY
TO REVERSE THE TIDE OF CURRENT EVENTS. END OF SUMMARY.
3. A search for a political resolution of domestic problems may be underway; over the past few weeks there have been a number of developments which suggest that the Afghan government, probably at Soviet urging, may be seeking a political rather than strictly military, means to counter its domestic opposition. The regime has boldly, albeit perhaps disingenuously, declared its land reform program "successfully completed" (Ref A), thereby at least avoiding the creation of further opposition along the lines that particular reform measure apparently has prompted since its inception. Likewise, according to recent hints by Prime Minister Amin, the DRA's literacy campaign, which has provoked hostility in this extremely conservative society because most Afghans do not wish to see their females educated even to rudimentary levels, or "exposed" to male teachers, may soon be declared a "success." A DRA announcement on July 11 promulgating several "concessions" to the private sector of the economy represented, inter alia, another attempt to mollify any opposition stemming from fear of this regime's future economic policies. Thus, the government apparently has begun to distance itself from a number of its more ambitious and grating reforms, not necessarily because they were ill-conceived, or unnecessary, but perhaps because they were overzealously initiated -- and prompted serious resistance.

4. Reports of "negotiations" among the regime, the Soviets, and several leaders of former governments would also point to an effort to establish some sort of "national front" (Ref B). Comments by usually well-informed Eastern European and Soviet diplomats here lend a certain credence to this particular thesis (Ref C). In this connection, the reported release from prison of parchanists (Ref D), and that group's subsequent printing and widespread distribution of "underground" letters (Ref E) attacking, inter alia, Amin and other elements of the regime, reinforce the contention that certain forces are working to provide some form of leadership and party more broadly based than the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA).

5. On the foreign policy front as well some signs have been detected that suggest a developing program to avoid or draw back selectively from confrontation. The early July visit to Islamabad by Deputy Foreign Minister Dost has been the most important development along these lines, especially since there has been recently a slight moderation in this government's anti-
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PAKISTAN PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN. MOREOVER, WE HAVE BEEN TOSED
A FEW MINOR OLIVE-TWIGS LATELY -- RELATIVELY HIGH-LEVEL
ATTENDANCE AT OUR JULY 4 RECEPTION, A FIRST-EVER MEETING,
at Afghan Initiative, Between Amin and a Visiting USICA
LECTURER -- WHICH COULD INDICATE THAT THE DRA MAY BE IN-
TERESTED IN LIFTING OUR BILATERAL RELATIONSHIP FROM THE NADIR
IT HAS REACHED IN RECENT MONTHS.
6. HIGH-LEVEL SOVIET DIPLOMAT COULD BE THE RASPUTIN BEHIND THESE DEVELOPMENTS: ALL OF THESE SIGNS HAVE EMERGED SINCE THE EARLY JUNE ARRIVAL IN KABUL OF SOVIET DIPLOMAT VASILY SAFRONCHUK, FORMER AMBASSADOR TO GHANA, FORMER DEPUTY PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE AT THE UNITED NATIONS, AND A CAREER DIPLOMAT WITH APPARENTLY SOLID POLITICAL CONNECTIONS, WHO IS OBVIOUSLY OVER-QUALIFIED TO SERVE AS THE THIRD-RANKING MAN IN THE SOVIET EMBASSY IN KABUL (HIS PROTOCOL RANK WHICH NO ONE HERE BELIEVES). PRIOR TO HIS ARRIVAL, STORIES CIRCULATED IN KABUL AND IN MOSCOW THAT SAFRONCHUK WOULD SERVE AS SOME SORT OF "ADVISOR" TO THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF THE AFGHAN GOVERNMENT, STORIES WHICH MAY HAVE BEEN BORNE OUT BY SUBSEQUENT EVENTS. GIVEN SAFRONCHUK'S EXPERIENCE, WE BELIEVE IT SAFE TO CONCLUDE THAT HE MAY HAVE COME TO AFGHANISTAN WITH ORDERS TO TRY AND FIND A POLITICAL, RATHER THAN PURELY MILITARY, RESOLUTION OF THIS COUNTRY'S DOMESTIC STRIFE, PROBABLY MOST IMPORTANTLY IN ORDER TO PRECLUDE A DIRECT SOVIET MILITARY HELP IN STAYING AFLOAT. IN THIS CONNECTION, MOST OBSERVERS BELIEVE THAT SAFRONCHUK HAS NO NORMAL FUNCTION IN THE SOVIET EMBASSY. ALTHOUGH SOME OF THE SURMISES ABOUT SAFRONCHUK'S MISSION ARE SPECULATION, WE BELIEVE THAT THE SUDDENNESS OF, AND THE PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING, HIS APPOINTMENT, HIS STATUS SINCE HIS ARRIVAL, AND THE POLICY DEVELOPMENTS NOTED ABOVE, CLEARLY INDICATE THAT MOSCOW IS URGING, IF NOT PRESSURING, THE DRA TO TAKE STEPS TO REVERSE THE TIDE OF EVENTS, AND TO PRESERVE THE INTEGRITY OF THE REVOLUTION.
7. Local conditions which could have prompted Soviet pressure on the DRA to find a political solution: The Afghan regime's apparent inability -- or unwillingness -- to undertake, on its own, steps which would stabilize the deteriorating security and political situation in the countryside, or broaden the government's base of support, would probably constitute the greatest impetus for any Soviet decision to urge, cajole, or pressure the Afghan leadership to seek political solutions to its problems. Likewise, Moscow may well have wanted to deflect the DRA's willingness to build tensions with its neighbors (especially Pakistan), a trend which could have led to an Afghan appeals for Soviet help to counter foreign "aggression" (REP). Moreover, the chill in Afghan-U.S. relations, and the drastic reduction of our economic assistance program (especially since the July 15 vote by a Senate-House conference committee to cut aid), could also have been viewed by the Kremlin as counter to Soviet larger interests, since Moscow or its surrogates will probably have to take up the assistance slack if other free-world donors depart from the aid field here, and because and even greater perceived dependence by the DRA on the Soviets would probably exacerbate the domestic unrest, rather than ameliorate it. In the last analysis, a concern that an Afghan SOS was becoming more and more likely, as well as "justified" in terms of the 1978 bilateral treaty, at a time when Moscow had larger interests which it probably did not want to threaten by pursuing a decision to intervene, may well have been the bottom-line consideration in dispatching Safonchuk on his mission to Kabul.

8. A political resolution will probably require more "concessions" than have surfaced heretofore: Based on our reading of what makes the insurgents fight, we believe that the DRA leadership will have to sweeten the pot considerably more before the tide can be turned in the countryside. The various reform programs did indeed contribute a great deal to the growth of domestic hostility toward this regime, but, nevertheless, the overwhelming motivation for most Afghan peasants who have taken up arms has been their perception that the Khalqis are atheists, communists, and Soviet puppets. To dispel these deeply-held beliefs will clearly require great skill and substantive concessions well exceeding what the regime has done so far. Whether the Soviets and the DRA leadership can come up with agreed and necessary next steps remains to be seen, but there is no doubt that their task is formidable.

9. Available options are not plentiful; if, in fact, the growth of the opposition has not been completely stunted by the government's repressive moves so far, there still are not many more steps available to create an alternate regime which would carry any genuine possibility of turning the tide, yet stop short of threatening the integrity of the revolution.
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10. The most probable, and perhaps the most necessary, would be a change in the DRA's top leadership, encompassing the departure of Amin or Taraki -- or both. Based on some indications (the recent spate of underground tracts, most of which have bitterly attacked Amin), and on a general "feel" among virtually all our Afghan contacts, Taraki is increasingly viewed as a figurehead who should not be taken seriously. The real villain is Amin, who is considered responsible for, inter alia, the DRA's oppressive policies of arrest, torture, and execution, as well as the driving force behind the granting domestic reform programs, and Afghanistan's ardent embrace of the USSR. Therefore, any sincere attempt to reconcile the forces loose in Afghanistan through a leadership change would probably have to include the departure, or better yet -- the demise of Amin (in this land of the blood feud, some Khalqi leader has to pay the traditional price for thousands of deaths). We could foresee a scenario in which Taraki would remain as the politically impotent "great leader." In this regard, the constantly building Taraki "personality cult" (symbolized most recently by the lavish celebrations surrounding his 62nd birthday on July 14) suggests that Taraki's departure would be a wrenching one for the revolution, and would be undertaken only as
11. **The Salient Question, of Course, is Whether the Soviets Carry Sufficient Weight that Their Advice Could Convinc Taraki and/or Amin To Sacrifice Himself for the Sake of the Revolution. Everything would depend on how such advice was couched. Probably the most viable approach along these lines would be the thesis that the state of affairs for this government has reached the point that the sheer existence of the revolution mandates the "honorable and voluntary" retirement of certain members of the DRA leadership. At the same time, Moscow would thereby "guarantee" the future of the revolution through pledges of increased military and economic support. Recent statements by the Soviet elite promising support for the Afghan people," and the arrival in Afghanistan of dozens of Soviet helicopter pilots, indicates that Moscow is probably reassuring the DRA leadership of continued Soviet backing, despite the simultaneous campaign to find a political solution.

12. **Soviet Miscalculation or Heavy-Handedness, or a Taraki-Amin Decision That They Truly Have No Option, But To Force Ahead Along Current Paths, Could Very Possibly Scuttle Any Search for a Non-Military Approach to the Insurgency. We doubt that the Soviets are willing or able to force the removal of any of the DRA leadership, although Moscow may eventually decide to lend "support" to any elements which display an inclination to settle the conflict short of an appeal for direct Soviet military help. This could include a coup d'etat by the Afghan military.

13. **Intransigence on the Part of Taraki and Amin, or an Aborted Soviet Campaign Which May Now Be Underway, Would Probably Signal "More of the Same" from the DRA, a stance which would lead to further conflict, bloodshed, and instability. This lowered threshold of violence would, of course, carry serious security implications for foreigners stationed in this country.

14. **Conclusions: We May be in the Midst of a Soviet Attempt to Nudge or Push Afghan Policies in Directions which Would Reverse the Growth of Domestic Opposition, and Defuse Domestic and Foreign Hostility to This Regime, so That, in the Last Analysis, Moscow Will Not Have to Face an Afghan Appeal for Direct Military Help. At the Same Time, Statements by the Soviet Elite and Indications of Increased Soviet Military Involvement Suggest A
PARALLEL POLICY AIMED AT INSURING THE FUTURE OF THE REVOLUTION, ALTHOUGH PERHAPS WITHOUT THE PRESENT COMPOSITION OF THE AFGHAN LEADERSHIP.

15. SAFRONCHY COULD BE THE LOCAL BEHIND-THE-SCENES DIRECTOR OF THIS PARTICULAR DRAMA, BUT THE PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS CONFRONTING HIM AND THE DRA LEADERSHIP ARE FORMIDABLE, AND THE UNKNOWNS REMAINING IN THE EQUATION ARE STILL NUMEROUS. AMSTUPZ BT #5433